Iziko Museums of South Africa and Thursdays Projects in partnership with Boschendal welcome you to:

Thursday Late at the
Iziko South African
National Gallery 7.12.17
Enjoy your night, but please be mindful of the spaces
you are in and the cultural assets around you.
Works on exhibition are not to be touched.
Take photographs of each other and the museum
but kindly, please do not take any photographs
of the individual artworks.
No eating, drinking or smoking is allowed within
museum. Backpacks, large bags, and umbrellas
are kindly to be left at reception.
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Progamme partner
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www.boschendal.com

www.thursdaysprojects.co.za

www.friendsofsang.co.za
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Stanley Pinker, Death of the Shepherd (Detail), 1970, Oil on canvas, Iziko Museums of South Africa from the exhibiton Painted Surfaces: New Light on Artists’ Techniques

18:00 – 21:00
Free Admission

On Show:
Andrew Tshabangu – Footprints
Alternative Press – Works by Derek Bauer
Hidden Treasures
Painted Surfaces
Assessing Abstraction
“in perpetuum” – Beth Diane Armstrong
Performances:
Khoi Khonnexion
DJ Daylight
Jackie Manyaapelo
Brandan Reynolds

Welcome to
Thursday Late at the
Iziko South African
National Gallery

Thursday Late at the Iziko South African National Gallery

7 December 2017

18:00 – 21:00			

Free Admission

On Exhibition

Thursday Late at the ISANG is an initiative of Thursdays
Projects, in collaboration with Iziko Museums of South
Africa and made possible with the generous support of
Boschendal Wines. The Friends of the National Gallery
have generously contributed to the performance
programme.

Performance Programme:
Khoi Khonnexion

Poetry Trio

South African performance poetry trio embraces its
indigenous identity with wise words, homemade indigenous
instruments, field recordings and creative soundscapes.
Improvised

18h30 – 19h10 + 19h45 – 20h30

Jackie Manyaapelo

Dancer

Art performance dancer Jackie Manyaapelo draws
inspirations from African society to deliver a powerful
expression through dance.
Improvised

See on the night

Brandan Reynolds

Cartoonist

Andrew Tshabangu, I Love You (from the series Interiors), 2009,
Image courtesy of Gallery MOMO and the artist

Stanley Pinker, Death of the Shepherd (Detail), 1970, oil on canvas

Assessing Abstraction – installation exhibition at the Iziko South African National Gallery,
©Iziko Museums of South Africa / Nigel Pamplin

Footprints: Andrew Tshabangu

Painted Surfaces – New Light on Artists’ Techniques

Assessing Abstraction

Footprints is an exhibition of works by Andrew Tshabangu
spanning almost twenty-five years. Tshabangu’s blackand- white photography moves beyond the documentary
mode; realism merges with otherworldly elements as
the photographer experiments with ways of seeing.
We encounter the city of Johannesburg – its busy public
scenes and its quiet domestic spaces – as well as peoples
and places further afield.

Using technical examination methods such as infrared
photography, ultraviolet light, x-ray imaging and
microscopic analysis, Painted Surfaces goes beyond
the paint layers to reveal insights into the techniques used
by some of South Africa’s greatest painters. By providing
insight into the physical process of creating an artwork,
the exhibition throws new light on the painter’s intent, as
well as aiding the care and conservation treatment of the
artworks. This exhibition is a must see for scholars, art
students and experts wanting to know more about what
lies beyond the surface of paintings.

As the scratchings on the 70 000-year- old Blombos ochre
reveal, that non-figurative mark-marking long predates
the very notion of ‘art’ itself. While abstraction’s ‘invention’
in the early 20th century by European avant-garde is now
being celebrated, its traditions are ancient. Resisted in
colonial South Africa, and belatedly accepted as part of the
‘international’ mainstream of modern art, disillusionment
later arose as to its political relevance. Despite this, many
artists persisted with abstraction as an expression of
personal and spiritual freedom.

Brandan Reynolds is an editorial Cartoonist based in
Cape Town, South Africa. He draws a daily editorial cartoon
for Business Day and also contributes weekly cartoons
to Rapport and the Sunday Times Business Times.
Watch Reynolds as he creates a live cartoon drawing
on the evening in the Bauer exhibition room.
Room 8:		

18h00 – 20h00

DJ Daylite		

Artist & DJ

Zipho Dayile has been an active member of the
South African arts community for a decade. In that time
she has been involved with some of the most innovative
sites of creativity including co-founding the artist collective,
Gugulective. Recently she’s co curated a group show
at the A4 Ats Foundation, Cape Town, South Africa titled
You&I with artist Kemang Wa Lehulere. She’s has worked
with the artist to produce his PERFOMA 17 commission
“ I cut my skin to liberate the splinter” which saw him win
the Malcolm Mclaren Award .
The Atrium		

18h30 – 19h10 + 19h45 – 20h30

Derek Bauer, Ask Not For Whom the T.V. Hums – It Hums for Them, 1987,
Derek Bauer Estate

Hidden Treasures – installation exhibition at the Iziko South African National Gallery,
©Iziko Museums of South Africa / Nigel Pamplin

Beth Diane Armstrong, Disequilibrat, 2017, Stainless and mild steel

Alternative Press – Works by Derek Bauer

Hidden Treasures

“in perpetuum” – Beth Diane Armstrong

An exhibition of original cartoons dedicated to the talent
of cartoonist Derek Bauer. He became well-known for his
inherently irreverent cartoons and caricatures of politicians
and other prominent figures during the troubled and
Apartheid-stricken South Africa and the turbulent world
in the 1980s. His work appeared in an alternative South
African newspaper, The Weekly Mail, where he expressed
his fiercely independent and challenging views through
the critical art of cartooning. Contemporary cartoons by
Brandan Reynolds and Zapiro are also on show.

Hidden Treasures is a rich display of many outstanding and
rare objects from Iziko’s Permanent Collection of African
Art. Some of these have never been exhibited before, while
others are newly re-discovered. Repatriation, continental
and communal engagement have been central to building
this collection. At the forefront of this exhibition is the
innovative visual production of women artists who, across
time and space, have produced exquisitely complex visual
creations from symbolic and sacred materials to protect
and adorn those they love, and latterly to earn living.

The title “in perpetuum” suggests something which is
ongoing and everlasting. The exhibition consists of drawings
and sculptures of varying sizes and a projected video, and is
centered on contrasting variations of density and looseness.
The exhibition highlights Armstrong’s use of sculpture to
explore different expressions of these two terms in relation
to scale, structure, materiality, space, representation and
process. Beth Diane Armstrong was award the Standard
Bank Young South African Artist Award in 2017.

